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ello and welcome to Q&A Session #67, and thank you for the good questions! 

More questions please! Send them to wespenreproductions@gmail.com, and 

don’t forget to put “Q&A” in the subject line. Here are the questions and answers 

in this Q&A: 

QUESTION 1: The internet is used by the PTB (Powers That Be) to track us but what about 

our collective information? If they use the internet to study and learn about us as a mass 

consciousness because of the info we put on the internet, is it all in The Cloud to one day 

be used in the Singularity? 

ANSWER: One could say the Internet is the human mass consciousness, in a sense. It was 

created in such a way that any person who has access to it could and should use it to 

create and give away their thoughts and information—it was and is a Grid replacement. 

H 
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The info on the Internet comes from the human collective. This is then hijacked and stored 

by AI in a digital Cloud. AI is capturing our thoughts/creation, i.e., our bioelectrical soul 

emanation we put into our creation and the sharing of our personal information. So, it’s 

not just that they study us—they “steal” our personality and profile that AI has learned 

to excavate from the energy input. When the Singularity is completely established, and 

the biological human has been transmuted into a digital version through nanotechnology, 

the Cloud will replace the old mass consciousness, and humanity will be both physically 

and soulwise “immortal.” We become so interwoven in nanotechnology that all our soul 

energy will go into it unless we learn how this works and decide not to participate in it 

and keep ourselves separated from this. It’s like being bad alcoholics, craving alcohol, and 

everywhere people offer us a drink—imposing it upon us. Very hard to resist. However, 

that’s how strong we need to be not to give into the “final solution of the Fourth Reich.”  

QUESTION 2: You mention in your singularity book that the Alien Invader Force (AIF) 

promotes the transgender movement, as well as normalize androgyny, and other things. 

Why would the Alien Invader Force (AIF) want to normalize androgyny when the Namlu’u 

were originally androgynous? What are your thoughts on the transgender and other 

various gender bending movements? What are your thoughts on those who identify as 

being transgender? 

ANSWER: It all has to do with the Singularity, in which there will be no gender, sexuality, 

or reproduction. This comes directly from the horse’s mouth in Silicon Valley, Dr. Ray 

Kurzweil. If we are strict, it would not be correct to call the new human androgynous, 

because we will be genderless, not dual-gendered. For today’s humans to accept this, the 

EL-ite first needs to confuse the matter. In some schools, the kids are not even allowed to 

use gender when addressing friends and other people. It’s crazy. Therefore, on one hand, 

anything goes, (complete acceptance of everything gender-wise) and on the other hand, 

there is suppression of gender. They work both sides to create confusion and diversity. 

It’s their standard operation and has always been. The solution will be no gender at all, 

and when their propaganda is completed, most people will crave that solution, just like 

people stand in line now to get the v-ax shots. 

This has nothing to do with transgender, homosexuality, or anything similar. These groups 

are just being used by the EL-ite in the Singularity agenda, unfortunately. I have NO 

problem with transgenders, etc. We are humans with freewill, and if a person feels they 
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are stuck in the wrong gender, and becoming transgender will make them much happier, 

the decision should be theirs. 

QUESTION 3: What will happen to those who avoid the culling, aka the “vaxxie shot?” 

ANSWER: In the era of nanotechnology and Singularity, my present view on the shots is 

that they include nanotechnology/nanobots. It would almost be dissociative to think they 

are not—why wouldn’t they include nanotechnology if they get a chance to inject the 

entire world population? I would say this is probably the main reason for the shots. As 

mentioned in Answer #1 above, their goal is to exchange our bioelectrical cells with 

nanobots and make us “immortal” and ultimate slaves to the system. There will be 

universal income for everybody, but to get that income, we need to conform to the rules 

the EL-ite sets. If not, they deny us income. People will be completely dependent upon 

the government. We will have our digital bank accounts seized and blocked if we violate 

the rules, and we can’t trade, buy, and sell. The true Mark of the Beast seems to be the 

shots. 

I don’t think the main intention is to kill people with the shots, although those who are 

sensitive, old, or have certain illnesses might succumb to the transmutation, which the 

EL-ite don’t mind—so it’s an indirect culling. You can be healthy but still sensitive to this—

why not? A healthy body might sometimes react MORE negatively to the content in the 

shot because of the shock and intrusion—it’s like a gamble, it seems. 

I don’t think injecting the entire population will transmute us into cyborgs—more is 

required—but it’s a huge step on the way. If Dr. Kurzweil is correct, the next step would 

be to replace entire organs when they start failing. Let’s say someone has liver cancer. 

Then, they replace the organic liver with a nanotech-based liver. Problem solved. Thus, 

most people will be cured with surgeries and their bodies become more and more 

nanotech-based. Kurzweil says in his book that when a human has replaced all their 

organic cells, they will have a body that’s typically 30 years of age and will remain so—

even if the organic body was 80 years old before the replacement. 

QUESTION 4: In exopolitics, star races outside, and some within The Patrix consider us a 

warlike race because of how we treat ourselves and the planet and don’t want to see us 

in the greater universe. Can we let the Universe know that we do not agree with what's 

going on here on an individual level and mass consciousness? As you said in the WPP 
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"Now we can see why humankind is so quick to pick up a weapon and go to war, it’s 

because we have the bloodline of En.ki, Marduk and Ereshkigal." Do you think other star 

beings see it this way? 

ANSWER: The Universe, so to speak, is not for or against anything. We are the creators, 

and the Universe is thought responsive, regardless of if we think good or bad thoughts, 

so to speak—it’s neutral. The world is what it is right now, and the best thing is to handle 

this individual by individual. You are the one who proves who you are as a human soul. 

Do you choose to be warlike and reactive or peaceful and proactive? So, when it comes 

to showing star races who we are, we need to do that on a personal basis. I don’t see the 

entire humanity shift drastically anytime soon—still hoping I’m very wrong.  

Yes, we have archontic attachments inside us, i.e., what I called “Marduk’s and 

Ereshkigal’s bloodline.” We also have other archontic attachments, as mentioned in the 

Book of John, one of the Gnostic Gospels. And yes, other star races do see it this way, as 

you mention in your question. Many of them know that we’re here to help, so that’s not 

the problem. The problem is that we have not succeeded very well as a human soul group, 

and then fact remains—with the archontic attachments that we keep acting upon, we are 

a danger to other civilizations out there, unless we overcome this problem, or are more 

than willing to do so. 

QUESTION 5: Some conclude the Orion group are demonic, evil ETs and that Orions are 

behind WW1 and 2. 

Also, a researcher discovered that the human sacrifice done at Stonehenge are in fact 

sacrifices done to honor and feed the Orion Group (Satanic force that takes over star 

systems).   

He's making several references to the pyramids on Mars and Orion's Belt, the Nazi 

symbols and actions being related to Orion and Orion Belt.  

Is the Orion Group related to the Orion we know as our home? 

If the Orion Constellation we see on the night sky is our home, why is all this evidence 

associating  the Orion Group with the Orion Constellation/Orion’s Belt we know?  

What's the difference between the Orion Group and Orion, our home?  
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ANSWER: The answer is simpler than it might seem. The “Orion Group,” a term originating 

from the RA Material, is referring to En.ki/Yaldabaoth and the archons. They all originate 

in Orion but were cast out (Lucifer’s Rebellion). Thus, the “Orion Group.” This group is 

separate from the Divine Orion Group, which resides in the so-called “Orion Empire,” or 

the 8th and 9th Heavens, as the Gnostics call it. So, everything this researcher has 

apparently said about the Orion Group that you mention here, is correct. He might not 

know the difference between the two Orion Groups, however, and that’s understandable.  

Well, the only things I disagree with are Orion’s Belt and the Nazi symbol—the swastika. 

Orion’s Belt is still a part of the real Orion and is not occupied by the Orion Group, from 

what I’ve learned. There are other star systems and constellations that are occupied by 

the dark forces, though, as mentioned and listed in the Wes Penre Papers, Level 5.  

The swastika is Sophia’s/the Orion Queen’s symbol, but the Orion Group stole it and 

inverted it, so their version points in the opposite direction from the original, peaceful 

Divine symbol. 

Please consider signing up on Patreon. Without your support, it is literally impossible to 

continue these projects. Patreon supporters are what makes this possible. So, if you like 

what you see and hear, please consider going to patreon.com/wespenre and sign up. The 

URL will also be listed in the last frame of this video.  

A warm “thank you” goes out to our current Patrons, listed in the next video frame. 

I also want to do a loud shoutout to our Tier 3 and 4 Patrons, who are going way and 

beyond to show your support and have volunteered to be mentioned here. They are: 

Lucy, Nadine&Jose, Naturalvet, Higherground. Denise R., Kim C., Esty, Susan Hassett, 

Vianne, Hema, Suzanna, Lova, αἰϝών (a-wohn), Stranne, S S, Lori22, Ninotchka, Conrad 

Nagel, J.T. Cosmo, R3yn, and Goldenserenity.  
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